Processing of auditory and visual location information in the monkey prefrontal cortex.
Visuospatial working memory mechanisms have been studied extensively at single cell level in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFCd) in nonhuman primates. Despite the importance of short-term memory of sound location for behavioral orientation, there are only a few studies on auditory spatial working memory. The purpose of this study was to investigate neuronal mechanisms underlying working memory processing of auditory and visual location information at single cell level in the PFCd. Neuronal activity was recorded in monkeys performing a delayed matching-to-sample task (DMTS). The location of a visual or auditory stimulus was used as a memorandum. The majority of the neurons that were activated during presentation of the cue memorandum were selective either for visual or auditory spatial information. A small group of cue related bimodal neurons were sensitive to the location of the cue regardless of whether the stimulus was visual or auditory, suggesting modality independent processing of spatial information at cellular level in the PFCd. Most neurons that were activated during the delay period were modality specific, responding either during visual or auditory trials. All bimodal delay related neurons that responded during both visual and auditory trials were spatially nonselective. The results of the present study suggest that in addition to the modality specific parallel mechanism, working memory of auditory and visual space also involves modality independent processing at cellular level in the PFCd.